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ABSTRACT: Poetry Machine Translator is problematic
area challenging. It is very important that output of poetry
translation should still be poetry. Thai Poetry is composed
with sets of syllables. Those rhymes, existing from
stanzas, lines and the text in paragraph of the poetry,
may not represent the complete syntax. Evaluation of
translation will show the quality of translator but Evaluation
is still a research topic in itself. This researchwill focus
on the Thai poetry type “Klonn-Pad” and aim to translate
into English keeping terms of prosody. The results of
translation between Forward and Backward translation will
be compared by BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy)
metric and METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation
with Explicit Ordering). Prosody keeping will be check by
Error percentage of prosody rule. The prosody error
checking separate to Check line length (Number of
syllable) and Check Rhyme (Relation of phonetic). The
original (Thai) language L1 translates to the target
language L2. The result of Forward is L2out and the result
of Backward is L1out. The BLEU score of Forward (L2out)
equaled 0.751, Backward (L1out) equaled 0.885. The
METEOR score of Forward (L2out) Precision equaled
0.863, Recall equaled 0.791 and F-Measure equaled 0.840.
For Backward (L1out) Precision equaled 0.850, Recall
equaled 0.863 and F-Measure equaled 0.856. Check line
length correctness of Forward (L2out) equaled 0.875,
Backward (L1out) equaled 1. Check Rhyme correctness
of Forward (L2out) equaled 0.857, Backward (L1out)
equaled 0.643. Based on this study, it can be concluded
that the Thai poetry machine translators with Poetry’s
dictionary and Tuning Module can provide the good result.
Thus, it is necessary and reasonable that Synonyms

Dictionary of Thai Poetry should be develop and improve.
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1. Introduction

The Poetry Translation is always challenging in groups of
Linguistic researcher and Machine Translation (MT)
researcher. Robert Lee Frost (March 26, 1874 – January
29, 1963) [1] was an American poet said “The poetry is
what gets lost in translation”. Since when human translator
or MT try to translate the poetry in original language to
destination language they should translate poetry to be
poetry. However, it is very difficult to keep original meaning
with aesthetics of language. Moreover, each of poetry has
a specific prosody. How to translate the poetry from original
language to destination language with original prosody is
very important. It is not only translation techniques but
the necessary evaluator tools use for evaluation the
translation result are also challenge. The evaluation of
phase base content or prose will concern about quality of
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meaning correctness and percentage of grammar
completion (path of speech) but the evaluation of poetry
translation will be different. It will not concern only the
quality of the meaning correctness, it should concern to
the quality of the prosody and correctness as well. In
case of the poetry translation, Thai poetry has the complex
prosody and Thai language is more complex than other
languages. Even through many researchers try to translate
the poetry but there are a few published of The Thai poetry
translation by human in other languages and not found in
MT world.

The previous researches by authors have designed an
algorithms of Thai Poetry Translation to English with
prosody keeping [2] and has analyst the quality of model
compare with statistical MT by BLEU and METEOR with
Forward and Backward Translation [3,4,5]. In this research
authors use the Thai prosody “ Klonn-Pad (Klon Suphap)”
in order to Forward translate to English and Backward
translate to Thai. Klonn-Pad has the rules of syllable,
Line (Wak), Baat, Bot and relational rule of syllable in
each Wak [4]. There are relations to beauty in content of
creative writing and different for the prosody. Thai poetry
has complexity of rhyme and syllable. Each line (Wak) of
Thai poetry is not a complete sentence (SOV-Subject
Object Verb). Furthermore, some Thai words can have
several meanings while translated to English.

The evaluation of this research will use BLEU and
METEOR are the tools and they would have reference for
comparing and calculating. However, BLEU and METEOR
cannot present the score of prosody. Then authors have
design the measurement of Klonn-Pad prosody checking
by refer to Klonn-Pad structure and rules. This research
will present the result of poetry Forward and Backward
translation with rhyme and prosody. Then both of results
will use evaluation method BLEU , METEOR and Prosody
checking to calculate score of both and compare them.

2. Related works

2.1 A Study of Computer Aided Poem Translation
Appreciation [6]
This researchcollecting three English versions of “Yellow
Crane Tower” a poem of the Tang dynasty, applies the
computational linguistic techniques available for a
quantitative analysis, and use BLEU metrics for automatic
machine translation evaluation.

The conclusion of the currently available, computational
linguistic technology is not capable of analyzing semantic
calculation, which is, without a doubt, a severe drawback
for poetry translation evaluation.

2.2 “Poetic” Statistical Machine Translation: Rhyme
and Meter [7]
This is a paper of Google MT(Machine Translator) Lab.
They use Google translator. Therefore they implement the
ability to produce translations with meter and rhyme for
phrase-based MT. They train a baseline phrase-based

French-English system using WMT-09 corpora for training
and evaluation, and use a proprietary pronunciation module
to provide phonetic representation of English words. The
evaluation use BLEU score. The result of this research
has the baseline BLEU score of 10.27. This baseline score
is quite low and also has problem of system performance,
it is still slow.

2.3 Backward Word Translation: Lexical vs.
Conceptual Mediation or ‘Concept Activation’ vs.
‘Word Retrieval’?
Angeliki Salamoura and John N.Williams [8] were
published “Backward Word Translation: Lexical vs.
Conceptual Mediation or ‘Concept Activation’ vs. ‘Word
Retrieval’?”. This study addresses the question of whether
backward translation (L2-to-L1) exploits a different mental
process from forward translation (L1-to-L2). They
investigate the difference between the two translation-
directions in the case of ‘concept activation’ versus ‘word
retrieval’ by employing three matching tasks in L2 in
combination with an L2-to-L1 translation task within a
group of dominant Greek-English bilinguals. In the number
and word matching tasks subjects are asked to decide
whether pairs of digits and words are the ‘same’ or
‘different’, while in the semantic matching task whether
pairs of words are semantically related or not (e.g.
vegetable-carrot vs. window-tree). They use the correlation
analysis of the results obtained within and between the
two experiments and the questionnaires. In conclusion
part, they mention it seems that semantic retrieval is a
necessary component of bilingual lexical processing
reflecting a conceptual level interface between the two
languages.

3. Tools and Methodology

3.1 Rhyme Prosody for Thai Poetry Klonn-Pad (2 Bot)
Thai poetry Klon-Pad Two Bot with 14 rules of Rhyme as
flowing.

• R1 relation of a1 and a2 or a1 and ax

• R2 relation of b1 and b2

• R3 relation of b1 and b3 or b1 and bx

• R4 relation of b2 and b3 or b2 and bx

• R5 relation of b1, b2 and b3 or b1, b2 and bx

• R6 relation of c1 and c2 or c1 and cx

• R7 relation of d1 and d2

• R8 relation of d1 and d3

• R9 relation of d1 and d4 or d1 and dx

• R10 relation of d2 and d3

• R11 relation of d2 and d4 or d2 and dx

• R12 relation of d2, d3 and d4 or d2,d3 and dx

• R13 relation of d3 and d4 or d3 and dx

• R14 relation of d1, d2, d3 and d4 or d1, d2, d3 and dx

3.2 English Syllables Rule and Phonetics
Syllables are very important in prosody of Thai Poetry.
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Figure 1. Rhyme Prosody for Thai Poetry Klon-Pad (2 Bot)

Figure 2. structure of syllable

Each Wak has a rule for number of syllables. Relation
between Wak and Bot has to check the sound of the
syllable. Every syllable consists of a nucleus and an
optional coda. It is the part of the syllable used in poetic
rhyme, and the part that is lengthened or stressed when
a person elongates or stresses a word in speech.

The simplest model of syllable structure [9] divides each
syllable into an optional onset, an obligatory nucleus, and
an optional coda. Figure 2 is showing the structure of
syllable.

Normally we can check the relation of rhymes, by checking
them relation of the sound in the syllable. This is called
Phonetics. It can help us, to get to know how to pronounce
the word.

Onset Rhyme Onset Rhyme

Nucleus NucleusCoda Coda

P o u t P o n d

3.3 Measurements Design
In this researchwe separate two majors kind of
measurement.

3.3.1 Prosody Error percentage
We process Thai poetry from case study by calculates
them prosody error percentage as shown in the equation
below.

1. Syllable error percentage

Es =
Ps
Ts

% (1)

Equation (1): Es means syllable error percentage of Bot,
Ps means number of syllable error and Ts means total of
Wak (8 Waks) in Bot.
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2. Rhyme error percentage
We calculate error percent of rhyme by equation (2)
flowing.

Er =
Pr
Tr

% (2)

Equation (2): Er means Rhyme error percentage of Bot ,
Pr means number of rhyme error and Tr means total
Rhyme (14 rhyme position) in Bot.

3.3.2 Evaluation of Text Translation
1. BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy)
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [10] is an algorithm
for evaluating the quality of text which has been translated
from machine translator from one natural language to
another language. Quality is considered to be the
correspondence between a machine’s output and that of
a human. BLEU uses a modified form of precision to
compare a candidate translation against multiple reference
translations. Equation of BLUE is showed in equation (4)
and (5).

BLEU = BP • exp ( ∑
N

n = 1

w
n
 log p

n

When Pn: Modified n-gram precision, Geometric mean of
p1, p2, .. pn and BP: Brevity penalty (c = length of MT
hypothesis (candidate) , r = length of reference)

BP =

if c > r1

e (1 − r / c)

⎩

⎧
⎨ if c ≤ r

Then evaluation by n-gram precision and recall. Equation
of METEOR Precision is showed in equation (6) and
METEOR Recall is showed in equation (7).

P =
m

w
t

(6)

R =
m

w
r

(7)

When m means number of is matches, w
t 
is words in

hypothesis and w
r 
is words in reference.

A measure that combines precision and recall is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall, the traditional F-
Measure or balanced F-score. There are several reasons
that the F-score can be criticized in particular
circumstances due to its bias as an evaluation metric.
Equation of F- Measure is showed in equation (8)

F- Measure =
2 × Precision ×  Recall

(Precision + Recall)

4. Our Proposed Approach

4. 1 Case Study
The research objective attempts to have the poetry
translation of Klonn-Pad in Thai to the English language.
Thai poetry name has been Deuxnchây”1 from the book
“Oh jâodòkmáaioie”2  selected for the case study as shown
in Figure 4 which presents mapping of Rhyme words with
“underline” symbol.

4. 2 Synonyms Dictionary for Thai Poetry
Normally, synonymous words can be searched from a
dictionary but unfortunately not for poetry words. Thus, it
is necessary to correct the meaning of poetry and keep
the prosody (syntax). Moreover, feeling and beautiful words
are important in every poetry. It is necessary to collect
and create a new database of those words as poetry words
corpus according to a Standard dictionary as direct
synonyms cannot support all poetry words.The example
word “ 1” (Cheidchin)  it’s cannot found direct meaning
in English. This research has design the structure of
synonyms dictionary for Thai Poetry and how to mapping
Poetry word by Synonyms Dictionary Poetry as show in
Figure 5.

4.3 System Flow Chat
Referring to the purpose of this study Forward and
Backward Translation algorithms has designed. The result
of Forward translation will be the poetry in English. The
result of Backward Translation will be poetry in Thai
language. Figure 6 will present the system flowchart that
start from Forward Translation L1 to L2 and Backward

(4)

(5)

1 Gaillardia, name of flower in Thai we call “ ” means
moon-shine
2 Name of book, its mean Beautiful flowers

2. METEOR: an IR-inspired metric
METEOR (Metric for Evaluation of Translation with Explicit
Ordering) [11] is a metric for the evaluation of machine
translation output. The metric is based on the harmonic
mean of unigram precision and recall, with recall weighted
higher than precision. It also has several features that are
not found in other metrics, such as stemming and
synonymy matching, along with the standard exact word
matching. The metric was designed to fix some of the
problems found in the more popular BLEU metric, and
also produce good correlation with human judgment at
the sentence or segment level This differs from the BLEU
metric in that BLEU seeks correlation at the corpus level.

The alignment is a set of mappings between unigrams. A
mapping can be thought of as a line between a unigram in
one string, and a unigram in another string. Word-to-word
alignment between hypothesis and reference show in
Figure 3.

(8)

In this baseline, N = 4 and uniform weights wn = 1 / N are
used.

Figure 3. Word-to-word alignments between
hypothesis and reference

)
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Figure 4. Thai poetry name 

Translation L1 to L2

4.3 Module FW(1): Language Translator to English
This module is sub process of Forward Translation. Then
the output of Forward Translation will be input of Backward
Translation process. System flow chart in Figure.7
describes steps of Forward translation as follows.

1. Module 1.1 Separate Wak: Input (poetry) this process
will check “end of line” which is comparable to “end of
Wak”.

2. Module 1.2 Word Segmentation: In this step the Thai
Segment is used to separate Thai words into types and
applies color Symbols. Example as “ ”
and  will be displayed in red due to

it  has no meaning in a normal dictionary.

3. Module 1.3 Thai word tuning: In the case that a Thai

Figure 5. mapping Poetry word by Synonyms Dictionary Poetry

words has no direct meaning such as “
and “  from Module 1.2.2. but they
are Thai words so they can be translated into Thai. After
that, they will be translated to Thai synonyms by
Synonyms Dictionary which is especially created for Thai
poetry translating.

4. Module 1.4 Specific word: In the case that a Thai word
has no meaning such as “ . It is name of
flower, it will be defined by type of word “specific word”
and not translated to English. But it will be written in terms
of phonetic.

5. Module 1.5 Classified word type: In some cases, words
may have more than one meaning. The different meanings
will depend on the word’s type. This step will classify the
type of word before translating to a reasonable word.

6. Module 1.6 Translate to English: In this step, the output
from the previous step is used to select a reasonable
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Figure  6. System flow chat of Thai to English poetry translation

Figure 7.  Module FW(1): Language Translator

Thai
Poem

1.1 Seperator
punctuation (Work)

1.2 Word
Segmentation

(A) Check
Thai

Meaning
Has Meaning

1.3 Thai word
Tuning

(C) Tuning
Result

1.3 Specific
Word

Change
word TH to

TH

Not Change

Get new
word from
dictionary

Changewak no. < 8

Check
wak no.

1.6  Translate to
English

1.5  Classified
word type

wak no. = 8
1. Language Translator

2
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the output from Module FW (1) Rhyme and prosody will
be checked by Module FW (2): Poetry Syntax Checking.
Any error from Module 2 will be input for Module 3 which
tunes the words and syllables from “L2outDraft” then the
output will be generated by “L2out”. Step of Syntax
Checking described in Figure 8

Figure 8. Module FW(2): Poetry Syntax Checking

1. Module 2.1 Transform Word to Syllables
Transform word to Syllables: Thai poetry will check poetry
prosody (syntax) by relation of syllable (rhyme) and
number of syllable that already show in figure 1. Output of
this process will be transform to syllables and mapping
with the structure of Klonn-8

2. Module 2.2 Check Line-Length
Check Line Length (Number of Syllable): Thai poetry has
prosody for number of syllable in line. In each line are 7 to
9 syllables allowed. If one line is having more than 9 or
less than 7 syllables, an error is implicated in the length
of the line.

3. Module 2.3 Rhyme Checking
Check Rhyme (Relation of Phonetic): Thai poetry has a
rule for them Rhyme. For Klonn-Pad we present the rule
of Rhyme in figure 1. In this process, we check the relation
of the syllables referred to the rule. A relation in Thai poetry
means similar of pronunciations but it does not duplicate.

• Example 1: “easy” relate with “beauty”, this is correct by
rules of Rhyme.

• Example 2: “thoroughly” relate with “truthfully”, this is
error (duplicate) by rules of Rhyme.

• Example 3: “ ” relate with
“ ”, this is error (not relate) by rules of
Rhyme

The output of Module 2 Poetry Syntax Checking with error
marks will send to Module 3 Tuning and modification
described in Figure.9 and steps are as follows.

4.5 The result of case study (Forward Translation)
The result of Module FW(2) and FW(3) after tuning will be
L2 out. The poetry translator must keep prosody and
rhyme and it’s present in Figure 10.

4.5 Backward Translation
In this research, backward translation is a process to
ensure the quality of translation. Sub module of backward
translation process will be similar with Forward translation
process. Backward Translation Input is “L2in” output is
“L1out”. The objective of this research is output from Thai
Poetry Translator both Forward and Backward process
should be the prosody keeping. The process will show in
Figure 11 and output of backward translation will be back
to the original language (Thai: L1out) show in Figure 12.

5. Measurement and Experiment Results

Thai poem in
english words

2.1 Tranform
words to
syllables

wak no.
2.2 Check Line -
Length (Number
of Syllable = S)

2.3 Rhyme
Checking

(Phonetic relation)

6 < S < 10

Rhyme
Result

2.  Poem Syntax Checking

3

word. If the type of word is specific, it will transform to be
phonetic. For normal cases, it will be translated to a
English word.

4.4 Module FW(2): Poetry Syntax Checking and
Module FW(3): Modification and Tuning After gaining
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5.1 Evaluate by BLEU Score for Forward and
Backward Translation

To compare the result of Forward Translation and validate
by Backward Translation this research will measure and
evaluate L2out, the original English poetries is used for
references (From the owner of this Thai poetry) which is

then compared to L2out translated by Dictionary Base
with tuning. Example of the calculated BLEU score is
shown in Table 1. The Backward Translation this research
will measure and evaluate L1out, the original Thai poetries
(L1) is used for a reference which is then compared to
L1out translated by Dictionary Base with tuning. Example
of the calculated BLEU score is shown in Table 2.

Figure 9. Module FW(3): Poetry modification and Tuning

Figure 10.  L2out: The output of Forward Translation

Table1. The example of calculated BLEU score of L2out

Reference

Seasonal plant very easy grow

Name melodious “Duenshine” alluring

Some Yellow some Red be pleasing

All day, blooming flower very pretty

“Duenshine” never compete with moonlight

Both names sound alike pleasingly

More fertilizer “Duenshine” bloom many

Difficulty describe words emblazon.

Candidate

Be annual grow very easy

Name beauty “Duenshine” my heart think

Color yellow, Red really charming

Flower be pleasing bloom  thoroughly

“Duenshine” never race moonlight shine

name coincide melodious truthfully

More fertilizer “Duenshine” bloom beauty

Difficulty  search for words repeated praise

AVERAGE BLEU SCORE

BLEU

0.737

0.928

0.538

0.538

0.946

0.654

0.760

0.905

0.751

Data from
Module 2

(L2OutDraft)

Check length Remove word

Change to
long/short

word

CheckState
Change to

rhyme word

Add word Thai Poem in English
(L2Out)

Check End
of  Poem

3. Poetry modification and Tuning

2
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Figure 11. Backward Translation Process

Figure 12. L1out: The output of Backward Translation

Table 2. The example of calculated BLEU score of L1out

5.2 Evaluate by METEOR: an IR-inspired metric for
Forward and Backward Translation
In other method to evaluate the results of Thai Poetry
Forward Translation and Backward Translation is The
evaluation of METEOR. The result of L2out Forward
Translation evaluation is shown in Table 3.

5.3 Prosody Error Checking
5.3.1 Check Line Length (Number of Syllable)
The numbers of syllables in each Wak has referred to Klonn-
Pad structure. While using Forward and Backward
translations will return number of syllables, number of error
and number of correctness as show in table 5.
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P

0.800

1.000

0.667

0.833

1.000

0.800

0.800

1.000

0.863

R

0.800

0.667

0.800

1.000

0.833

1.000

0.800

0.429

0.791

F-measure

0.800

0.800

0.727

0.909

0.909

0.889

0.800

0.600

0.804

Wak No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

M
4

4

4

5

5

4

4

3

Wt

5

4

6

6

5

5

5

3

Wr

5

6

5

5

6

4

5

7

Average

Table 3. IR-inspired metric of Forward Translation

The result of L1out Backward Translation evaluation is shown in Table 4.

Wak No. M Wt Wr P R F-
                         measure

1 5 5 5 1.000 1.000 1.000

2 4 4 4 1.000 1.000 1.000

3 4 6 6 0.667 0.667 0.667

4 3 6 5 0.500 0.600 0.545

5 5 5 5 1.000 1.000 1.000

6 5 5 5 1.000 1.000 1.000

7 4 5 5 0.800 0.800 0.800

8 5 6 6 0.833 0.833 0.833

                               Average 0.850    0.863       0.856

Table 4. IR-inspired metric of Backward Translation

Table 5. Syllables checking of L2out and L1out

5.3.2 Check Rhyme (Relation of Phonetic)
Rhyme or Relation of phonetic of Klonn-Pad will define to 14
prosody rules. The table 6 will show the results of each rule.

The result equal 1 mean correct and the result equal 0 mean
error.
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6. Conclusion and Future Work

This research proposes the evaluation of Thai Poetry
Translators by compare the results of Thai Poetry
Backward Translation using the same approach with Thai
Poetry Forward Machine Translation. The comparison of
both results is a validation to present the quality of Thai
Poetry Machine Translation approach and can prove the
concept of Thai Poetry Machine Translation by using
Dictionary. This can be used for tuning and modification
which should overcome the above problems and improve
quality of output in terms of meaning and Klonn-Pad
Rhymes prosody also.

The BLEU score in this research used 1 reference poetry
with 1 candidate poetry for Forward Translation and 1
reference poetry with 1 candidate poetry for Backward
Translation after it was translated by Thai Poetry MT using
a dictionary with tuning. The evaluation was via Wak which
calculated the average of Bot. L2out (Forward) and L1out
(Forward) gained BLEU 0.751 and 0.885.

The METEOR score in this research used same reference
with BLEU score. Its present the score of Precision value,
Recall value and F-Measure value of both translation. The
different of BLEU and METOR is METOR will concern in
matching of direct words and synonym words together.
The evaluation was via Wak which calculated the average
of Bot. L2out (Forward) gained Precision value 0.863 Recall
value 0.791 and F-Measure 0.804. And L1out (Backward)
gained Precision value 0.850 Recall value 0.863 and F-
Measure 0.856.

The Prosody score in this research designed by authors

and reference from Konn-8 Prosody. It’s presented the
score of Syllable errors, Syllable correctness, Rhyme
errors and rhymes correctness value of boat translation.
L2out (Forward) gained Syllable errors value 0.125,
Syllable correctness value 0.875, Rhyme errors value 0.143
and rhymes correctness value 0.857. And L1out
(Backward) gained Syllable errors value 0, Syllable
correctness value 1, Rhyme errors value 0.357 and rhymes
correctness value 0.643.

The prosody and meaning of poetry are very important
when translated into other languages because poetry
reflects art, culture and feelings.  Thai words are very
complex and cannot translate by direct meaning in some
sense and sentence. The Synonyms Dictionary for poetry
is very important to develop Thai Poetry Machine
Translator. This concept must be proven extensively with
more poetry and other measurement methods. Moreover,
in the future, it should develop word sense mapping and
implicitly word by poetry domain to improve more quality.
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